
For all your home projects

REAL FACTS ABOUT BEYOND PAINT
BEYOND PAINT   is a “one-step” refinishing product that 
bonds to almost every surface. NO Stripping, Sanding, or 
Priming required that contains sealant properties.

BEYOND PAINT   is a revolutionary line of refinishing 
paints that will change the way you look at home
improvement.

BEYOND PAINT   offers a lifestyle, not just a product; it 
allows you to drastically improve your home in less time, 
with less effort, for less money with professional, durable 
results. Perfect for experts and beginners alike, leaving a 
lightly textured finish.

Make sure you have enough paint to complete your 
project. If you are using multiple jars or gallons of 
BEYOND PAINT  , mix all your paint together to ensure 
color consistency.

*Note the coverage approximations for BEYOND 
PAINT   Furniture, Cabinets, and More are intended for 
cabinet fronts and frames only.

BEYOND PAINT  is engineered specifically to help you 
transform and customize any surface in your home 
without stripping, sanding or priming. From furniture, 
cabinets, and accessories to kitchen counters, 
bathroom vanities, and backsplashes - just open the 
jar; transform a surface; and change your life!

BEYOND PAINT  is lighly textured to eliminate brush 
marks, provide a finish that conceals imperfections and 
offers versatility in application.

Specifically engineered to work indoors or outdoors

Works on your furniture, cabinets and accessories

Works on countertops

No stripping, No sanding, and No priming, whatever the 
surface 

Paint includes sealer within its formula

It has more pigment for better coverage

Uses the newest nano-particle technology

Has 3-4 times as many contact points for better adhesion

Contains very fine colorant to avoid fading and allow UV 
stability (i.e. It won’t fade in the sun!)

Eco Friendly - extremely low VOC, water-based and little 
noticeable odor, so you, your family and your pets are safe
 

   

Advanced
NANO-TECHNOLOGY
Advanced
NANO-TECHNOLOGY

INDOOROUTDOOR
with MULTI-PURPOSE SEALER

Beautiful finishes for furniture, cabinets
& home accessories.

ONE-STEP PROCESS

Beautiful finishes for furniture, cabinets,
countertops & home Accessories.

EASY PROFESSIONAL RESULTS
www.BeyondPaint.com

866.266.0650

For FAQ’s and additional questions visit us at:

WHAT MAKES BEYOND PAINT
DIFFERENT FROM PAINT?

For all your home projects

GETTING
STARTED



HELPFUL TIPS
BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Be sure your surface is CLEAN, DRY, GREASE, OIL 
and WAX FREE. Scrub the surface thoroughly with a 
heavy duty scrub sponge and a good de-greasing 
cleaning product. Rinse the surface and allow the 
surface to dry completely. For optimal results, allow to 
dry overnight.

Keep in mind that some “cleaning”/polishing products 
may leave behind waxy residues, which must be 
removed to ensure good bonding. Washing the surface 
with white vinegar is a natural way to remove this wax 
buildup. Scrubbing with a de-greasing cleaning product 
after washing with white vinegar is still recommended 
(as above).

TOOLS YOU WILL NEED:

SETUP

CLEANING

Whether you are painting kitchen cabinets or a piece of 
furniture, you may need to do some taping. We
recommend using a good quality painters tape, tape off 
any areas that won’t be refinished (avoid using masking 
tape). Slide an old credit card along the edge of the 
tape to create a good seal and to prevent paint bleed 
(we call this “burnishing”). Use drop cloths to protect 
unpainted surfaces.

All-purpose Fabric Roller Cover

Roller Handle

Natural Bristle Chip Brush

Painters Tape

Drop Cloth

The bonding power of BEYOND PAINT  occurs once the moisture 
evaporates completely form the finish. As with all paint products, the full 
curing process takes several weeks. A newly refinished surface may be lightly 
used within hours of receiving its last coat (see individual product for specific 
drying/curing information), but BEYOND PAINT   will reach its full bonding 
strength, durability, and hardness after approximately 30 days. During the 
initial curing period, try to keep your BEYOND PAINT   surface as dry as 
possible. After the full cure period, maintain your surface by washing with 
mild soap and water as needed.

DRYING/CURING & EASY CARE

LIGHTLY
TEXTURED

FINISH

BEYOND PAINT   cures to a durable, washable, beautiful 
finish in just two or three easy steps. No Stripping, No 
Sanding, No Priming required! Works on laminate, 
granite, synthetics, glass, metal, tile, masonry, linoleum, 
wood, and painted surfaces.
When painting your countertops, you will need to use 
painters tape to tape off the cabinets, walls and/or 
backsplash from the counters. 

BACKSPLASH
(vertical surfaces FIRST!)

If you have a backsplash or vertical tile area and you plan 
on using BEYOND PAINT  Countertop Flecks to 
complete a single color or two color granite finish, then all 
vertical areas must be painted and flecked prior to begin-
ning horizontal counter surfaces. Tape off the horizontal 
counter surfaces and any wall cabinetry surrounding 
vertical surfaces to be resurfaced. Apply BEYOND PAINT   
Countertop and Countertop Flecks as directed. Allow 
to dry (2-4 hrs) before lightly taping off vertical surfaces so 
that horizontal surfaces can be painted. 

COUNTERTOP

BEYOND PAINT

COUNTERTOP FLECKS

Cures to a durable, washable, beautiful finish in just one 
step! Works on wood, painted surfaces, metal, plastic, 
glass, tile, linoleum, varnish, masonry, and laminate.

For a smoother finish, roll out thin coats of BEYOND 
PAINT ; this may require additional coats to achieve 
desired coverage. For more textured finish, roll thicker 
coats of BEYOND PAINT.

Use BEYOND PAINT  Multi-Purpose SEALER to seal 
countertop surfaces, outdoor projects, or to add
extraordinary durability to any BEYOND PAINTed surface.

BEYOND PAINT   Multi-Purpose SEALER must be used 
in conjunction with BEYOND PAINT  Countertop and 
can be used with BEYOND PAINT    Furniture, Cabinets 
& More if you want added durability and water resistance.

FURNITURE, CABINETS & MORE

BEYOND PAINT

MULTI-PURPOSE SEALER

NO
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